
 
qyckdeals Merchant Appreciation Campaign 

“MAC5K” 
 
We are a technology and marketing company out of Dallas, Texas with a growing base of Affiliates that we inspire to patronize 
local merchants.  We’re launching our qyckdeals merchant appreciation campaign in your area soon! The MAC5K is a 
campaign designed to drive business through your doors from our exclusive list of members at no charge to you.   
 
The program is completely FREE.  No special discounts are necessary other than what you currently offer.  It’s simply 
business as usual on your end.  Our mission is to prove our worth.  Nothing more, nothing less.  After we drive 5000 
transactions to our chosen merchants, we will compile the data and share that with you.   We believe you will appreciate the 
results from a promotional standpoint via social media and most importantly sales.  At that time, you may be offered to stay on 
board as a MAC5K merchant or upgrade to our soon-to-be-released “qyckdeals 2.0 platform.”  When we release the platform, it 
will rival the competitors in the daily deals industry such as Groupon, Living Social and Travel Zoo.   Our ideal merchant is in 
the service industry with at least one brick and mortar retail location. 
 
Again, there is no obligation on your part to continue after we provide our results at your place of business.  There’s no cost 
to upgrade either.  The only requirement with upgrading would be for you to offer a discount that works both for you and our 
customer database.   We’ll agree on any terms in moving forward or simply thank you for your participation in our initial 
MAC5K promotion in your area.   
 
HOW DOES THE CAMPAIGN WORK? 
 

• You sign up for FREE and receive a Merchant ID number. 
• Our members are motivated to patronize merchants on the approved LIST and buy services. 
• They take a picture of their receipt that includes their ID number and your new bitqyck ID number written on it. 
• They also take a picture that includes you and the business (for example: they take a selfie in front of the business, 

take a picture of you, or a manager on staff, etc.) on the day of the visit.  
• They submit their photos to our social media department for posting.  

 

WHAT IS THE REWARD?  Fifty percent of the value of their receipt (NOT including tip) will be awarded to each customer 
in bitqy™ (pronounced bit-key).  For example: if the check is $250, they receive $125 in bitqy at the current market value at the 
time of the award on the global tradebq.com exchange.  And, the grand prize is a $5,000 cash award to the merchant that 
does the most transactions once the 5,000 uploads are received!  That’s right, $5,000 cash to you and the affiliate that 
enrolled you into bitqyck! 

 
RULES: 

- There is a $250 in bitqy limit allowable per purchase (tip is NOT included in total) 
- Business must be a registered qyckdeals merchant with a unique ID number 
- Only receipts sent in by an Affiliate with a unique ID number are eligible for this campaign 
- Affiliate must UPLOAD the receipt and the images to the qyckdeals MAC5K promotion page 
- Both the Affiliate and the merchant need to like our qyckdeals Facebook page at www.Facebook.com/qyckdeals 
- bitqy will be given in accordance with standard bitqy allocation processes

 
In advance, we look forward to your participation and success. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                (contact information here) 

http://www.facebook.com/qyckdeals

